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Care Fertility Tamworth

World-renowned fertility care, that prioritises our patients' needs above all else.
Our varied treatments, advanced technology, and skilled fertility specialists allow us to create customised treatment plans, optimising your chances of success.


Care Fertility TamworthMain Clinic

Book a consultation



Address
Tamworth House, Ventura Park Road,
Tamworth,
B78 3HL
Get directions

Open hours
Monday - Friday: 8am - 4pm
Saturday - Sunday: Closed


01827 311170View clinic




Why choose Care Fertility Tamworth?


✔ Personalized Support: We're with you at every treatment stage, striving to make your parenthood dreams a reality.
✔ Tailored Solutions: We listen, understand, and design bespoke treatment plans, ensuring your control and progress.
✔ Cutting-Edge Science: Our state-of-the-art lab ensures optimal embryo care, backed by world-leading expertise.
✔ Optimal Results: Focused on individual needs, we maximize your chance of successful treatment.
✔ Expertise: Access advice from top UK medical experts, with over 30 years of experience.
✔ Financial Assistance: Explore IVF Refund and Multi-cycle Discount packages.
✔ Convenient Location: Easily accessible with ample on-site parking.



Book a consultation


The UK's most trusted fertility clinic

Choosing an IVF provider is a big decision, see what our patients have to say about their fertility journey with us, and see how we could help you.
Trustpilot

Meet the Tamworth team
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Professor Arri Coomarasamy
Consultant Gynaecologist 


Recurrent MiscarriageReproductive Medicine
View Profile
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Dr Mohammed Khairy
Consultant


Recurrent Implantation FailureReproductive MedicineSurrogacy
View Profile
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Dr Madhurima Rajkhowa
Medical Director


Recurrent MiscarriageRecurrent Implantation FailurePCOS
View Profile
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Gina Aldis
Senior Embryologist


Embryology
View Profile
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Jenny Abraham
Patient Services Manager


Fertility Care
View Profile
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Donna Cormack
Clinic Manager


Fertility Care
View Profile








IVF Success Rates at Care Tamworth
We know that when you're thinking about IVF, success rates are one of the key pieces of information you need.
To achieve high success rates we develop a personalised fertility treatment plan for you based on your medical history, test results and which treatment which will give you your greatest chance of success. We have the expertise, range of treatments and the dedication to help you have a baby.
Take a look at our most recent IVF success rates data.
	Age Group	Clinical Pregnancy rate per embryo transferred	HFEA National Average	Date range for Care validated data
	Under 38	35%	35%	January - December 2021
	38 and over	13%	17%	January - December 2021
	All ages	28%	27%	January - December 2021

View Tamworth success rates

IVF Treatments at our Tamworth clinic
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IVF Treatment
In vitro fertilisation is a technique which involves collecting eggs from the ovaries then fertilising them with sperm in the laboratory. We monitor the embryos as they develop and then transfer the embryo/s at the most suitable time to the womb
Read more
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IVF using donor eggs
If you need donor eggs or sperm our donation programme is one of the most successful in the UK
Read more
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Egg Freezing and storage
Eggs and sperm can be preserved by freezing for treatment later
Read more
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PGT-A Testing
PGT-A is a genetic screening test that gives us information about your embryo's genetic health to help us select the embryos with the most potential for transfer, improving your chance of achieving a successful pregnancy.
Read more





Events

We understand that you are likely to have lots of questions when considering fertility treatment, which is why we hold regular online fertility information events to give you all the information you need about Care Fertility and how we can help you.

Check out our previous events here.



Find out more



Patient stories
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Emma and Adem 
“It felt like you really cared about getting us the baby that we so longed for and that felt wonderful. We weren't alone anymore."
Read More
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The Jones Family
'I will forever be thankful for everything Care Fertility have done to make us the little family we are.'
Read more
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Natalia, Michael, Lucy and Mireya
'We cannot thank the staff at Care Fertility enough, it really shows it is the little things in life and how far they want to go for each patient, that makes the biggest impact.'
Read more





Tamworth Clinic Costs
Here is an outline of typical costs at the start of your journey. To see cost details for each stage of treatment, click on the link below or call our new patient enquiry team on 0800 564 2270
	Stage of Treatment	Cost
	Consultation	£249
	AMH Blood Test	£220
	Diagnostic Semen Analysis	£205

See all costs
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Contact Us:0800 564 2270
Book a consultation

Join Care Fertility now
Explore our careers and be part of the Care Fertility team.
Join us
Join Care Fertility now
Explore our careers and be part of the Care Fertility team.
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